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Getting Started
Get & Install TuCSoN4Jason
go to TuCSoN4Jason home page
http://apice.unibo.it/xwiki/bin/view/TuCSoN/4Jason
follow steps 1-2 to download all the necessary libraries
do nothing else:
TuCSoN4Jason has simply to be included in your Jason application
build path, not installed
remember to let your agent adopt the TuCSoN4Jason custom agent
architecture (after the agent name in the .mas2j file)
agentArchClass it.unibo.tucson4jason.architecture.T4JnArchImpl
remember to include the necessary libraries also in Jason build path,
under the classpath option in the .mas2j file
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Getting Started
Get & Install TuCSoN4JADE
go to TuCSoN4JADE home page
http://apice.unibo.it/xwiki/bin/view/TuCSoN/4JADE
follow steps 1-2 to download all the necessary libraries
do nothing else:
TuCSoN4JADE has simply to be included in your JADE application
build path, not installed
remember to attach the TuCSoN service to your JADE platform
java -cp ... jade.Boot -gui -services
it.unibo.tucson.jade.service.TucsonService
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Autonomy vs. Coordination in Jason
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Autonomy vs. Coordination in Jason
Import the Source Code
go to
http://apice.unibo.it/xwiki/bin/view/Courses/Sa1617Lab
and click on TuCSoN4Jason under TuCSoN section to download
sa1617t4jn.zip
in Eclipse, click
“File > Import. . .> General / Existing Projects into Workspace”
and in “Select root directory” browse to the folder you just unzipped
(the one storing the .project file), then click “Finish” (check “Copy
projects into workspace” to have the source files copied, not linked)
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Autonomy vs. Coordination in Jason
TuCSoN Coordinates Jason Agents
how to use TuCSoN from Jason?
do custom internal actions suffice?
what is the problem? [Mariani and Omicini, 2016]
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Autonomy vs. Coordination in JADE
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Autonomy vs. Coordination in JADE
Import the Source Code
go to
http://apice.unibo.it/xwiki/bin/view/Courses/Sa1617Lab
and click on TuCSoN4JADE under TuCSoN section to download
sa1617t4j.zip
in Eclipse, click
“File > Import. . .> General / Existing Projects into Workspace”
and in “Select root directory” browse to the folder you just unzipped
(the one storing the .project file), then click “Finish” (check “Copy
projects into workspace” to have the source files copied, not linked)
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Autonomy vs. Coordination in JADE
TuCSoN Coordinates JADE Agents
how to use TuCSoN from JADE?
do API calls suffice?
what is the problem? [Mariani et al., 2015]
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Autonomy vs. Coordination: Conceptual Foundation
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Autonomy vs. Coordination: Conceptual Foundation
Models of Autonomy and Coordination I
Model of Autonomy
A model defining (i) how agents behave as individual entities, (ii) how
they relate to each other as social entities, as well as (iii) how the two
things coexist
Model of Coordination
A model defining the semantics of the admissible interactions between
agents in a MAS, in particular, w.r.t. their effects on the agent autonomy
(e.g., control flow)
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Autonomy vs. Coordination: Conceptual Foundation
Models of Autonomy and Coordination II
JADE model of autonomy
behaviours for individual tasks
asynchronous messages for subjective coordination
the “block()-then-resume” pattern to reconcile individual and social
attitudes
Jason model of autonomy
plans/intentions for individual tasks
asynchronous message passing for subjective coordination
intention suspension to reconcile individual and social attitudes
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Autonomy vs. Coordination: Conceptual Foundation
Models of Autonomy and Coordination III
TuCSoN model of coordination
By decoupling invocation semantics from the operation semantics,
synchronous calls are always consequence of the agent own deliberation
process
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Autonomy vs. Coordination: Conceptual Foundation
Models of Autonomy and Coordination IV
Figure: The “alt”-labelled frame is the equivalent of JADE blockingReceive()
programming pattern in TuCSoN4JADE.
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Autonomy vs. Coordination: Conceptual Foundation
Models of Autonomy and Coordination V
Figure: The rd is stuck on a network-level call, thus the caller behaviour is stuck too, hindering
the caller agent from scheduling other behaviours in the meanwhile—in particular, the
“purchase” interaction chain (4b-5b) cannot carry on until a new call-for-proposals is issued.
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Autonomy vs. Coordination: Conceptual Foundation
Models of Autonomy and Coordination VI
Figure: The rd suspensive semantics is confined to the caller behaviour, thus only the caller
behaviour is suspended, whereas other activities can carry on concurrently—e.g., the purchase
transaction already in place (4b-5b).
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